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…to the second edition of QXMEN.

Your response to the first issue was great. Thank you and 
keep your feedback coming. We’ve had quite a few letters and 
emails in, as well as an abundance of readers’ cock shots 
for the Cockpit page – keep those coming as well!
The feature by Simon Sheppard - ’Speaking Of Bareback Videos’ - drew 
widespread comment and opinion. See the letters page for the views 

of some readers. In any room of ”informed” gay men, opinions 
on this prickly subject will almost always vary. Everyone is 
entitled to an opinion and the more a subject is aired the better 
equipped one is to make decisions. Keep sending your letters.
On a lighter note, this issue sees the debut of ’Cock Bytes’: a 
look at what’s hot on the net and an interview with Suzie Krueger, 
the promoter of fetish clubs Fist and Hard On. For the latest 

toys, check out page 36. And yes, we do test drive all of them!

Remember, the magazine is downloadable online 
at www.qxmen.com.

QXMEN

September 2006
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All shapes, all sizes, hairy, shaved, cut, uncut, soft, hard, pierced, pissing and cumming. 
In glorious colour and arty black and white, Private Parts by Giovanni is a 112 page homage to cock. 
Private Parts by Giovanni is published by Bruno Gmünder and 
is available from Prowler and Clone Zone, £21.95.

COCK! COCK! COCK!
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In glorious colour and arty black and white, Private Parts by Giovanni is a 112 page homage to cock. 
Private Parts by Giovanni is published by Bruno Gmünder 
and is available from Prowler, £21.95.
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Dear Editor,
It was great to read the 
‘Speaking Of Bareback 
Videos’ article where 
Simon Sheppard shares the 
same views about the BB 
videos issue as myself. 
Some of us may argue that 
BB videos are just a fantasy 
fulfilment but the new HIV 
infections rates tell us a 
different story. Last year 
alone there have been more 
men infected with the virus 
than any other year since 
the start of the epidemic 
and that clearly proves that 
BB sex doesn’t stay just as 
a fantasy. Of course, it’s 
up to the individual to 
make his choice about his 
sex but unfortunately not 
all of us are aware of the 
consequences of ’raw’ sex… 
54% of new HIV infections 
were guys under 24! With 
mixed safer sex messages, 
with HIV charities failing 
to support HIV-negative 
men to stay negative, a 
constantly growing BB 
culture and hardly any sex 
education, it’s not difficult 
to understand the ’results’. 
This is not about us who’ve 
been around the block for 
some time and hopefully 
recognise a fantasy from 
reality, this is about 
those naive, uneducated, 
new to the gay scene and 
most of them, without 
any confidence youngsters 
who ’jump’ to the whole 
’raw epidemic’ without any 
knowledge of the reality…
And although I’m one of those 
who has been around the 
block, have my confidence, 
strong respect for myself 
and fully recognise a 
fantasy from the reality, 
I really fail to understand 
why, in times where HIV 
is constantly on the rise, 
there is BB porn shown in 
sex clubs! That is nothing 
but promotion of unsafe 

sex! Men are there to have 
sex! Men are enhanced with 
chems and alcohol and BB 
porn in those places is 
hardly any reminder to be 
safe! And going back to 
the infection rates... it 
only proves my point!
And my last thought…. 
I wonder if 1 in 10 of 
our straight folks were 
infected with HIV if there 
still would be straight 
BB porn freely available 
on shelves…. Hmmmm… 

Regards, Paul, Vauxhall. 

Dear Editor,
I’m a gay man who’s been HIV 
positive for nearly seven 
years, and for about the last 
six, pretty much all the sex 
I’ve had has been without 
condoms and with other HIV 
positive men. I’m sick to 
death of people describing 
HIV positive men - who choose 
to have ’bareback’ sex with 
other hiv positive men - as 
irresponsible and ignorant 
towards medical evidence 
of the dangers of HIV 
reinfection and infection of 
other STDs. I consider myself 
to be a responsible adult 
but, like everybody today, I 
take considered and informed 
risks, and if I choose to 
have consensual, unprotected 
sex with another HIV+ guy, 
then that’s my choice and 
no one else’s business. Of 
course, I’m certainly not 
advocating unsafe sex between 
HIV negative guys, but 
leave us HIV positive guys 
alone and stop demonising 
us by referring to us as 
irresponsible!

Michael, Bristol

Dear Editor
I have to take issue with 
the very biased article on 
Bareback Videos in issue 
1 of QXMEN. Whilst Simon 

Sheppard is fully entitled 
to his view, he makes no 
attempt to explore why 
so many people are now 
buying bareback videos.
He implies that people who 
purchase such videos are 
guilty of both putting 
the porn actors at risk, 
and glorifying unsafe 
practices. Whilst I have 
no problem with that view 
being put forward, it 
cannot be correct to do so 
without exploring reasons 
why such videos may in fact 
reduce the likelihood of 
men actually participating 
in unsafe practices. He 
also patronises those 
actors who take positive 
decisions to participate in 
bareback videos. It would 
have made for a much more 
balanced article if he 
tried to interview any of 
them - or people who make 
such videos - or even watch 
them - instead of quoting 
only people who oppose 
them. Sean Storm appears 
more than happy to chat 
with anyone on his website 
about the choices he has 
made as a porn actor.
I am HIV+ve and sometimes 
chose to have bareback sex 
with other HIV +ve man, 
when we both accept the 
risks. Some may think that 
is wrong. I would argue 
we all take health risks 
- whether it is smoking, 
taking drugs, drinking 
alcohol, riding motorcycles, 
jumping from airplanes - and 
there are right and wrong 
behaviour associated with 
all of them. But if any 
editor wishes to commission 
an article addressing risky 
behaviour, then I believe 
they are professionally 
required to commission 
balanced articles.
I note that in the same 
issue, your magazine clearly 
advertises bareback videos. 

In pages two and three 
of the magazine, of the 
30 titles advertised, 11 
clearly include bareback 
sex - indeed are advertised 
as doing so. Surely that is 
hypocritical at the least??
 
Yours, Steve, Brixton

Dear Editor, 
The current debate on 
barebacking in porn movies 
is one, I expect, that’s 
only discussed by dull, 
politically correct gay men 
who’d have probably supported 
the ridiculous ban on parents 
videoing their kid’s nativity 
plays at school for fear of 
paedophiles in their midst. 
Porn is meant to be pure 
escapism and fantasy with 
usually just one outcome 
hoped for, to shoot your 
load. To say ”porn’s not just 
entertainment, it’s education 
too,” as John Karr puts it 
in your piece last month, 
‘Speaking of Bareback Videos’, 
is absurd and I’ve yet to meet 
a guy who popped on the latest 
Cazzo film hoping for an 
‘informative and educational 
experience’. This debate 
echoes the argument that 
too many guns and violence 
on TV can influence people 
to go out and blast someone’s 
head off. Does Mr Karr also 
think that swearing and bad 
language in porn movies 
should be censored, so as not 
to be a bad influence on the 
viewer? 

Jack Smith, Luton 

Have you got a 
comment, a filthy 
story or even some 
horny pictures that 
you’d like to share 
with QXMEN? Email 
qxmen@qxmagazine.com 

Image from Brothers Behaving Badly - a film by Casey & Peter O’Brian, www.allworldsvideo.com

your shout...
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PRODUCTION: Private Man
DIRECTED BY: Csaba Borbely
RUNNING TIME: 110 mins

10

So it’s another boring day at work. You put on your overalls and head down to the factory fl oor for another long day of monotonous grind. Not at the 
Fuck Factory you don’t! Thirteen studs get greased up and get down and dirty on the workshop fl oor. Forget the hard hats, it’s rock hard cocks as this 
international cast of sexy studs go at it hammer and tongs. There are six hot scenes with a variety of scenarios and if 
you like watching group sex, Fuck Factory is a real treat. There are four three-way fucks and an all-out fi ve-way, ending 
with huge gloopy streams of cum being shot across glistening skin. Shot on location in Hungary, DVD extras include 
trailers, a XXX photobook and profi les of the cast. If manual labour is like this, then sign us up for double shifts at Fuck 
Factory!

Available from www.man-size.com
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There might be plenty of queens involved with the gay fetish scene in the 
UK, but there is undisputedly only one Queen: Suzie Krueger, Mistress of 
Ceremonies at London’s infamous mixed-gay sex and dance club Hard On. 
Suzie has –ahem- dominated the fetish scene in London almost as long as 
she has been in the city, arriving in 1990 from Boston, USA with a degree 
in criminology and a background as a private investigator and a police 
officer! “…and yes, I was packing!” ,she laughs. “I began organising parties 
within six months of moving here. It was all quite by accident really, I was 
working in clubs and bars, and someone asked me if I could organise a 
kinky, leathery party for us gay girls.” She didn’t look back.
Making her name with the notorious Fist in 1994, Suzie’s parties have 
long been regarded as the wildest of the wild, pushing the boundaries of 
what you could get away with in a club, testing the law and sometimes 
even pushing the limits of her committed hard-core core punters. “There 
was one show where I let two guys try and ‘rape’ my ex-girlfriend while I 
watched (she wanted it really). I think people got quite upset by it …it was 
brilliant!”
With its sleazy location and members only policy, Fist quickly became the 

stuff of legend. Pushed to name the most far-out show she’s ever hosted, 
Suzie plumps for one of the earliest: “The American performance artist 
Ron Athey did this thing where he stitched someone’s lips together then 
stapled the guy’s bollocks to his leg. The next guy, Ron cut a huge design 
into his back, then the third guy was completely mummified. Now at 
this point, believe me, no-one had ever seen anything like it, it was really 
intense!”
Fist metamorphosed into Hard On, currently enjoying a new lease of life 
in its new surroundings at Hidden in Vauxhall, having tried various venues 
in south London over the years. “The new venue is absolutely fantastic…
from the people who run it to the fact that it isn’t worn out yet by the 
rest of the gay scene. There are loads of rooms to relax…dance…cruise. 
It’s got more loos, and decent air conditioning too.” Suzie clearly loves 
her club and knows plenty of her punters too, “It’s the people that make 
it special, we’re very lucky to have such a friendly, no-attitude clientele.” 
And it’s true, whilst some of the performances might be verging on scary, 
the mood at the club is always welcoming and very unthreatening. Still 
operating a strict dress (or undressed) code and restricting the club to 

12
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members and their guests, Suzie manages to keep things right on the 
edge, to make sure she gets the right kind of people through the doors, 
and yet the very success of the club has surely made an impact on the 
wider scene. “Fetishism has gone overground from when we started, 
for sure. It’s now amazingly popular, and you can even buy a decent 
fisting video these days, but there’s still a lot of ground to be fought. In 
my dreams everything would be totally liberalised, but come on, this is 
England, where S&M activities can still be deemed illegal.” 
The club’s mixed policy [i.e. men and women] seemed a daring move, 
but it’s worked. “It doesn’t surprise me. I’d love to be able to attract more 
women to the club. The women attending are in a small minority, however 
they mean business and know how to get down to it!” 
Unlike some of her punters, Suzie is adamant that nothing that goes on 
at her club has ever shocked or disturbed her. Yet when asked what turns 
Suzie Krueger on, she offers not a particular fetish but a soft and hazy 
“Emotional and spiritual awareness.” She’s clearly got it all sussed in her 
own head. And as a woman who successfully combines business with 
pleasure, she needs to. While we might imagine this proud pervert and 

sex-fiend to be carrying on the party 
after the doors of the club club close, 
she says “I stopped that kind of partying years ago, it was messing up my 
life. Now it’s business, but it brings a different kind of enjoyment. I’ve met 
some brilliant people from all over the world, and I’m inspired to look 
to the future. Right now I wanna get some more famous porn stars who 
really know how to do it live on stage for the club…” I’m not sure if Suzie 
was licking her lips when she said that, but I know I am.

Hard On takes place every 3rd Saturday of the month at 
Hidden, 100 Tinworth Street, Vauxhall, SE11.10pm-6am. 
Membership is available from 
www.hardonclub.co.uk. Members can bring 2 guests. £15 
entry for members, £20 for guests. Hard On operates a 
strict dress code of leather, rubber, skin gear, just boots 
etc. No plain jeans or trainers.
Hard On celebrates its 3rd birthday on Saturday 16th 
September.

uniform            or just boots      no plain jeans or trainers!HY   dirtY
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 HARD ON Andy Kemp chats to Suzy Krueger the woman who 
broke the mould and continues to push boundaries
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PRODUCTION: Eurocreme Platinum
DIRECTED BY: Vlado Iresch
RUNNING TIME: 110 mins

World Soccer Orgy 1 was released just as the planet was going World 
Cup Crazy. With the inevitable media bombardment of images 
of sexy players of all nationalities, even if you if didn’t follow the 
“beautiful game”, you were sure as hell tallying up the international 
totty count. Part 2 is actually the second half of the movie. So 
leaving you gasping for more at the end of part 1, part 2 resumes 
with more hot and horny soccer hi jinx. Shot in the Czech Republic 
the guys are a sexy mix of twinks and muscley fuck studs, with our 
intrepid paparazzi still secretly snapping those fi lthy footballers. 
After an own goal by a French player his team mate consoles him in the 
changing room. This leads to more than the customary pat on the back. 
In a huge changing room, members of all the teams go head to head 
in one great big fuck-off orgy, with, we reckon, about two dozen guys 

sucking, fucking and guzzling cum 
in a massive climax ‒ a scene worth 
the cost of the DVD alone! Later 
on, a photographer gets caught 
snooping by a German player and 
gets roggered within an inch of 
his life as punishment. A hospital visit to an injured player means more 
than a bed bath and when two players swap jerseys they also swap 
facefulls of jizz! The fi nal scene features a steamy sauna threesome.
You don’t have to be a football fan to admire the tackle on 
these lads. Another top scoring fi lm from Eurocreme.

World Soccer Orgy Part 2 is available at www.eurocreme.com
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September’s Escort Of The Month is 
sexy Sven from Berlin. Sven’s just 26 years 
old, 5 foot 11 inches tall with a rock hard, 
8 inch cock. He’s truly versatile and tells us 
he loves all sides of 
sex - from a vanilla 
kiss and a cuddle to 
sleazy sessions!

GERMAN SVEN LIVES IN LONDON 

BUT LOVES TO TRAVEL. IF YOU 

WANT TO GET TO KNOW SVEN A 

LITTLE BETTER, WHY NOT CALL HIM ON 

07731 486 455 

ESCORT OF THE MONTH

GERMAN SVEN LIVES IN LONDON 

16
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The original Spokes porno came 
out in 1983, the second, Spokes II, 
came out in 1988. The start of the 
fi lm includes the original trailers for 
the fi rst two fi lms so brace yourself 
for handlebar moustaches, fl yaway 

Farrah fl icks and bareback sex. Spokes III continues the cycling theme 
and this plot involves hot guys stopping off on their way during a long 
cross country ride. Starring Mason Wyler and Falcon exclusives Tyler 
Marks, Derrick Vinyard and the absolutely mouthwatering Pierre Fitch 
plus other hot saddle-loving studs like Jeremy Hall, Justin Wells, Dakota 

Rivers and Ross Stuart, the various scenarios mean they hop off one 
ride and onto another. There are two three-ways and a massive orgy 
scene in which unquenchable bottom Mason Wyler takes eight stiff 
cocks one after the other including the massive 10 inch dong of Ralph 
Woods. Bet he was saddle sore after that! (excuse the pun). The scene 
ends with Wyler getting covered in stream after stream of gushing 
spunk as the guys take turns to cream on his chest. Watch out for the 
fl ashback sequence from Spokes II - a hot orgy scene that although 
screams ‘retro’ will have you hitting the rewind over and over again.

Spokes III is available from Prowler.

PRODUCTION: Falcon Studios, DIRECTED BY: Chris Steele
RUNNING TIME: 125 mins

18

NEW DVD RELEASES IN                     NATIONWIDE
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Take twelve of the hottest, hung studs from the Hot House stable and watch their XXX encounters as 
they hook up on-line and then meet up. In the fi rst scene Collin O’Neal gets together with ‘WorldClassAss’ 
Antton Harri for some hot one-on-one action. Masseur Robert Fuerte and client Robert Van Damme turn 
a stress-busting back rub into an ass-busting fuck session. Matt Cole gets birthday boy Damon Phoenix 
a present to remember in the shape of big-dicked Tony Mecelli - Phoenix takes turns taking both cocks in succession and then Cole takes 
his turn bottoming for Mecelli. Later on Cole and Phoenix hook up with a threesome already in full swing making it an energetic fi ve-way, 
with Phoenix ending up in a sling. Hot House stars Raphael Alencar, Marco Paris and Nick Marino all get in on 
the act in a great 3-way fuck sandwich ‒ takes some coordination but once in the groove...  Phwor! The now 

standard “Fuck” and ‘Cumshot” compilations are a welcome DVD extra, plus there’s a XXX gallery 
and trailers of other Hot House releases. 

In this internet age when most of us have out of date Gaydar profi les but still spend hours 
chasing that elusive dream cyber shag, getting this DVD means, even if not in the fl esh, you 
most certainly have got male.
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PRODUCTION: Hot House Video
DIRECTED BY: Steven Scarborough

RUNNING TIME: 135 mins

NEW DVD RELEASES IN clonezone STORES NATIONWIDE

Available from licensed Clonezone stores 
nationwide and selected adult stores.
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REVIEW VIDEO

PRODUCTION: www.corolo.com
DIRECTED BY: Christian Marshall
RUNNING TIME: 138 mins

26

NEW DVD RELEASES IN clonezone STORES NATIONWIDE

FRENCH HEAT
Horny stud Billy Slade’s uncle dies suddenly and Billy inherits a chateau in France. 
He decides to check out his newly inherited property and takes a group of horny mates over to France on a well earned 
vacation. Though this DVD is jam-packed with scorching sex scenes there’s actually a plot. Billy has been having disturbing 

nightmares and when he arrives at the chateau he discovers it is the dark, dilapidated house he’s been seeing in his dreams… and more than that, without 
giving too much away, something mysterious is watching from the locked, shuttered attic. Beautifully shot in rural France this porno-mystery features nine 
hot models that perform in scorching duos, threesomes and a really hot fi vesome. The cast includes a good mix of guys, featuring young cute guys and 
horny muscle studs. DVD extras include behind the scenes and model interviews, two extra scenes and trailers.

Available from licensed Clonezone stores nationwide and selected adult stores
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Riding high on the success of Trunks 1, Trunks 2 is a must for 
any fan of tight-fitting swimwear and sexy Speedos. Those 
buffed and bronzed Hot House dudes have packed their 
smallest skimpies and are heading to Palm Springs. Boasting 
sensational bulges and showing off the most perfect buns, 
the film features stars such as Alex Collack, Jason Ridge, Tony 
Mecelli and the horse-hung Brad Patton. The hot sun soon 
raises temperatures and libidos and faster than you could 
say “anyone for a game of water polo?” and the eleven guys 
are stripping off for blistering poolside sex. Featuring five 
scorching scenes, including a foursome that takes in every 

conceivable position and an 
awesome threesome, Trunks 
2 will make this a favourite 
DVD of any guy who’s a fan of those tanned, taut bodies, big 
pumping dicks and great, glistening asses.
Extras on this DVD include a fuck compilation and cumshot 
compilation ‒ saving you breaking your stroke as you fumble with 
the remote. And there’s a good selection of trailers showing you 
what else is on offer from Hot House. Maybe you can’t get all the 
way to Palm Springs for your Summer hols, but with a DVD like this 
and a strong imagination… you’re almost there!

Available from licensed Clonezone stores nationwide and 
selected adult stores.
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PRODUCTION: Hot House Video
DIRECTED BY: Steven Scarborough

RUNNING TIME: 145 mins

28

NEW DVD RELEASES IN clonezone STORES NATIONWIDE

DVD of any guy who’s a fan of those tanned, taut bodies, big 
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In Hervé Bodilis’ fi lm, KO, we get to glimpse behind the scenes of 
the macho world of boxing and just what these buffed bruisers get 
up when they’re supposed to be training in the ring. With fi ve sexy 
scenes starring eleven hot guys, these hung studs battle it out in and 

out of the ring and then in the showers afterwards. In scene one, 
we’re greeted with an hot outdoor scene with a sexy young guy 

held down over the bonnet of a car being worked over by a 
tall, masculine hunk. If this is what boxer’s like to do in 

their spare time, then I’ll be fi rst in the queue waiting 

outside the gym! In the second scene, we fi nd three young guys 
wrestling in the ring, their hands bound in bandages having been 
encased in boxing gloves, and dressed in short silky sports shorts and 
vests which they soon start ripping off each other. Although there’s 
no dialogue in KO, the heavy grunts and groans coming from the 
guys lets you know exactly how much they’re enjoying themselves. 
These guys are not only experts in the boxing ring but also know their 
way around the tight, puckered rings of their sparring partners all too 
well. 

PRODUCTION: Body Prod
DIRECTED BY:  Hervé Bodilis
RUNNING TIME: 110 mins

30

Available from licensed 
Clonezone stores nationwide and 

selected adult stores

NEW DVD RELEASES IN clonezone STORES NATIONWIDE
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cameron jackson
Eurocreme Exclusive
Date of Birth: 16th Feb 1986
Place of Birth: Decin, Czech Republic
Resident: Decin, Czech Republic
Relationship: Single
Height: 180 cm
Eye Colour: brown
Weight: 72 kg
Dick Size: 22 cm

top facts about cameron:
Cameron had his first sex at 16 with a girl on a school 
outing. The first (much better and more intense) sex 
with a boy was at the age of 17. His perfect day would 
be to spend the whole day in bed, but he won’t say 
with whom! Cameron is training to be a chef.

*centrefold.indd   3 22/8/06   10:50:33 am
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Would you tarry with young Prince Harry? From ginger minge to 
strawberry blonde, red-head AdriAn GillAn on crimson fetish, gay 
taunts and jibes and why reds now have cred, not just in bed.

strawberry blonde, through auburn 
and ginger to luminous carotene 
neon - the redder, the more 
stripped and brazen, shameless 
and teasing, sexy and risky, so often 
set off against deep-dazzling sea-
blue eyes! And as for two reds in 
a bed!

Of course, gay red-tops Andy Bell 
and Jimmy Somerville can croon 
for England, but there’s only one 
Gay Icon in the land these days. 
Blue-blooded cutsie, fiery Harry 
- who doubtless gets his red creds 
from feisty William the Conqueror or 
Henry VIII - has stolen a march on 
hunk Prince Willy, inspiring countless 
private moments amongst a whole 
new generation of young male red-
blooded red-rinsers.

As queers, above all, might know: 
to be different - to stand out from 
the jeering crowd - is indeed a 
mixed blessing. And the pressure 
has proved too great for some with 
crimson curls. Instead of flaunting 
their crowning glory, internalised 
ging-phobia has mislead many 
a red-head into denial, wearing 
silly closet hats, shaving or dying 
their pubic follicles or turning into 
that colourful clown to deflect 
demeaning darts.

And ironically - should a red’n stand 
his ground - for every boy who flees 
or jeers, there’s also one who drools 
and leers. I’m forever astounded 
at the number of guys who fancy 
us as fetish. Red hair denudes and 
exposes. At high risk of ridicule, it’s 
vulnerable, striking and strips you 
quite bare - like some “I’ve got 
ginger minge” sticker slapped to 
your forehead, as honey lines draw 
down the bee.

Dubbed “Duracell” at school after 
my “copper-coloured top”, I’ve 
always felt a soft-spot and solidarity 
for my red-maned mates - an 
unspoken mutual and almost 
carnal knowledge and communion. 
Naturally, there’s red and then 
there’s red: a spectrum from pale 

FEATURE

The result? We’re hair-brushed 
from history and porn mag alike! 
There’d be hoards of horny red-
haired role-models - from Greeks 
and Jews through to Scots and 
Celts - if only their colouring hadn’t 
been hidden or suppressed, except 
where used to abuse. If only queer 
Michelangelo had painted onto 
marble David’s ravishing red locks; 
if only Nero’d been photo’d or 
Cagney and Tracy shot in colour. 
Moreover, for every Robin Cook, 
there’s a Iwan Thomas; for every 
Chris Evans, a nice Nicky Butt.

34
Image from Fresh Men - by Bruno Gmünder

For red-heads and their admirers: www.redandproud.com

reds in bed
Look around. One of Nature’s rarest assets, Red is reserved for emergencies and 
maximum impact: for strawberries and rubies, blood and brothels, roses and 
robes, fire and foxes, danger and devils, lipstick and wine. From dusky dawns to 
juicy cherries, Nature is saying “watch out boys” or “come and get it”!
So is it jealousy perhaps that has somehow subverted the genetic grace and 
birthright of a red mop into some risible curse, not least amongst boys? The jokes 
in the showers still echo, the last resort put-down still hurts - up there with my worst 
nightmares of gay-hate, and still widespread, not least amongst gays.
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FEATURE You know you want it!

A hole 
LOT OF FUN
If you’re not as lucky as this guy - having two hot 
tongues competing for your puckered hole - then 

maybe an alternative would be to pleasure yourself with 
a new toy from the Buckshot range. With the Buckshot 
name - best known for fi lms like Buckleroos, Beyond 

Perfect and the newly released Big Rig you know these 
man pleasers are going to be up for the job.

Toys are available at Clonezone and adult stores.

PR
EC
UM

BRIEFS FOR 
YOUR BOYS 
Brighten up your bulge this Summer with 
this colourful new range of package hugging 
underwear from XTG available from Clonezone.

XTG  stands for Extreme Game and once you strip 
down to these hot pants every man will be game 
for some fun. Designed in Spain more styles and 
colours are soon to be added. So whether you’re 
wanting retro stripes or bollock supporting athletic 
gear to set off your hard work at the gym XTG 
has you covered. The waistband’s pretty cool for 
showing off on the dancefl oor too!

maybe an alternative would be to pleasure yourself with 
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Available from Prowler Stores: www.prowlerdirect.co.uk

Off to sunnier climes with sex in mind or planning a dirty weekend bender? 
QXMEN goes shopping at Prowler.

Aussie Bum 
Trunks. £45.00. 
Brighten your 
buns with this 

colourful selection.

Nexus G-Spot Massager. 
£35. Refreshes 

the parts other toys 
cannot reach.

ID Sensation 
115g. 

£3.99 each. 
Hot! Lube that 

warms on 
contact.

Red Boy 
Butt Plug. 

£14.95. Medium 
sized, strong 
and study.

Jack Jelly 
118ml. £9.99. 
A slick glide 
for a quick, 
one-handed 

ride.

Boi Toyz. 
£15.00. 

Specially 
designed lube 
for kinky toys.

Red Smartvibe 
Vibrator. £34.00. 

Give your 
bottom a buzz!

The Great American 
Challenge. £50.00. 

Officially the 
world’s biggest 
vibrating dildo!

Double Juicer. 
£25.95. Double up 
for twice the fun!

ID Glide 115g. 
£7.99. Silky 
smooth and 
long lasting.

Green Freshvibe 
Vibrator. £34.00. 
Variable speeds. 
Faster! Faster!

The Emperor. £35. Almost 
better than the real thing, 

with a suction cup for 
do-it-yourself stability.

“Room Odourisers”
assorted. £5.99 
each. Don’t leave 

home without them.

Lube-In. 
£9.99. 

A brand new 
concept. 

Pop it in and 
you’re good 
to go for 
6 hours!

Electric Blue Dildo. 
£24.99. Ribbed design 

and tapered head 
toy from the house 
of Chi Chi La Rue.

Handcuffs. 
£9.99. Hide 
the keys for 
extra kink.

Stud Ring. 
£7.99. 

Adjustable 
cock ring 
with easy 
release.

Rainbow Hand Towel. 
£14.99 Popping 
out for a shag? 

Pop it in your bag.

holiday horn

Beach Rainbow 
towel. £34.99. 
Lay it out and 

shout loud 
and proud.

*boys toys.indd   6 19/8/06   1:28:19 pm
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COCK BYTES
Welcome to Cock Bytes, your QXMEN 
look at the sexier, sleazier and more 
pornographic end of the web, which means 
practically all of it! We will search the 
web for sites that will titillate, fascinate, 
ejaculate, and juice up your oral passages 
and anal holes. Be it escorts, galleries, 
DVD/Video, fetish, dildos, sex, porn or 
personal homepages, it will be here! Filthy 
pigs? Us?  Isn’t ‘oink’ a language? 
So sit back, or sit on, stretch out, or 
stretch it, and do as Frankie once said 
and relax as we grab all the cock bytes 
that matter and deliver it to you in our 
lovely new magazine. We will even give 
the sites a perv rating out of 5 to help 
you hunt down the 
hottest cock.

www.unzipped.net
To introduce you to cock bytes we 
have chosen a website the can 
only be called a prick teaser. Not 
because they don’t have hot and 
horny men 
on display, 
there are 
plenty, it’s 
just that 
there isn’t 
enough 
cock to 
view. OK, I 
know there 
are more to 
men than 
that two 
percent of 
fl esh we 
spend ninety 
nine percent 
of the time 
thinking 
about, so 
www.unzipped.net is a good introduction. 
The site offers you plenty of free porn to 
download right to your hard drive. The 
MAN MUSEUM link leads to an archive of 
horny looking blokes in various galleries. 
Most of these guys are of the porno-star 
fraternity so there is a lot of familiarity. The 
pics are quite good too; high resolution 
and the models are quite horny. If you can tear your eyes away from the 
rest of the near nude images the site itself is like an online magazine offering 
advice, horny stories, video sales and shopping guide. This site is free too. 
Perv Rating 3/5

www.englishlads.
com
If you like your meats made 
and packed in Britain then 
give 
www.englishlads.com a visit. 
The site features 198 amateur 
uncut guys in forms of photos 
and videos with the content 
is exclusive to 
this site! You can 
search for your 
favorite model 
or movie shoot 
with each result 
page coming up 
with model and 
video profi les as 
well as plenty of 
images. This is 
not a free site, 
but a subscription 
will allow you to 
view streaming 
video and photo stills featuring solos, couples and groups. The guys are 
the sporty, fi t kind bordering on twinks yet stretching their way to the gym 
built without the juice. Once you pay up, you’ll get access to the exclusive 
content available and see what the butcher hasn’t yet put in the window. 
Perv Rating 4/5

www.escortguys.co.uk 
It’s 2am in the 
morning, it’s 
raining and it’s 
cold. Mr Todger is 
looking for action. 
What do you do? 
You could log on 
to a cruise site, 
get sent a bunch 
of photos that 
are out of date 
from Mr. 25 who 
is 45 you could 
spend £15 on a 
cab to Vauxhall, 

£15 to pay to 
get into a club, another £20 or so 
on lubrication your mind, body and 
soul and spend the equal amount 
getting back. Alternatively, log on to 
www.escortguys.co.uk, peruse through 
the profi les, pick the one you want, 
for whatever reason (biggest, prettiest, 
muscliest, tallest, thickest, cutest, 

youngest…) and have it home delivered. The website offers escorts in 
well defi ned categories such as couples, latino and even transvestites. 
Each escort has a profi le that shows  clear images, more pics and the 
important stuff like endowment, whether they ‘kiss’ and their sexual role. 
Ship them in; ship them out, all with the convenience of your keyboard. 
After you’ve done and dusted, you can even return to the website to 
leave a review of your experience. Now that’s what I call shopping! 
Perv Rating 3/5

If you have a website that would be suitable for this page, 
then please let me know by dropping me an email at 
brent@brentnicholls.com. Commercial site, personal 
homepages, free galleries are all welcome.
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(m)	 Mirrors: Well-hung, they can really add to any wank or bonk. Shoot 
over them, Windowlean at the ready. And if rigging one to the ceiling 
above your bed is too precarious - or crudely obvious - then simply 
lay a long reflector face-down between two dining chairs and lie 
underneath!

(n)	 Neighbourly Noises & Net Curtains: For the show-offs! Those 
in semis, especially, can push thrills to the limit with climactic noises. 
You can get away with murder: British neighbours are generally 
far too embarrased, or intrigued, to say a word. Or have a sesh in 
your front room behind thin net cutains whilst the boy next door’s out 
washing your car.

(o)	 Orgies: Charity begins at home, and so - surely - does any good orgy. A boy-
friend or regular shag makes a start. Then swell the numbers via phone lines and 
chat rooms until reaching critical mass. Anything over five could count as an orgy.

(p)	 Pets: Don’t be daft!

(q)	 Queer Masturbating Devices: Makeshift masturbators: bubble wrap or soap 
bars with inch-wide holes drilled are ace; lubed candles up the arse are fab so 
long as they don’t break! Re cock-rings: why pay a tenner for a loop of metal 
or rubber when a ten pence plastic curtain ring fits your throbing bill as well? 
Adjustable watch straps are swell too if you dodge that buckle! See Eat Your 
Greens above too.

(r)	 Refrigerators: Do it on the rocks - without leaving home - this summer! 
Freeze vodka cubes and shove one up your arse for some high kicks; or 
freeze your own sperm into cubes to suck later when next beating off - a 
bit like Self-Sucking (see below) but without the pulled muscles!

(s)	 Self-Sucking: Frankly - apart from some sordid cabaret or circus - 
where-else to explore this freak of nature but behind closed doors? OK, 
so nature didn’t build you that way - and worth one last try, just in case 
the yoga’s finally kicking in! Then, the next best thing to a good self-suck 
is to at least shoot over your own face, gravity-assisted if need be: do an 
elbow-stand with your back up against any wall (see Floors above) and 
play away! Plus: see Refrigerators above.

(t)	 Tumble Dryers: Rub your crotch up against a corner when on that final 
hi-speed spin.

(u)	 Undressed: Us Brits don’t ‘alf over-dress about the house! Who needs 
clothes in their own homo home? Relaxing, natural, liberating and often 
erotic. Great solo, for couples or entire flat-shares. Go on: get ‘em off! And 
why not hire nude household staff? See Butlers, Slaves & Workmen above.

(v)	 Videos: Homemade ones of course - of self, partners or impromptu orgies 
(see above). Star in your very own summer blockbuster! And… action!

(w) Wardrobes: Build up a basic role-play wardrobe with uniforms to cover most 
standard scenarios - school; medical; military; MP and researcher etc.

(x)	 XXX Telephone Hotline: A hot tip this! Install a dedicated sleaze hotline to 
your own home, perhaps in the ‘playroom’ (see Dungeons & Darkrooms), complete 
with answerphone - and place its special number with tailored horny ads in all 
desired fetish ‘classifieds’. This way you know, when that phone rings, you’re at home 
and open to all callers; and you won’t have to worry about eagle-eyed friends recognising 
your personal number in the back of mags!

(y)	 Yellow: It’s the new brown! And it’s wet, wet, wet in the bathroom - either tub or shower. Sluice 
everything out thoroughly afterwards though! Still scared of a nasty whiff rising during dinner 
parties? Then try garage or garden shed action: use a paddling pool and let the warm waters 
flow! 

(z)	 Zips: Perversely out of fashion in this 
buttoned age - but try wearing a pair of baggy 
zip-up jeans back-to-front if you’re a bottom! 
Where else but in your own home? Quite a turn-
on being unzipped so long as your top doesn’t 
catch his delicates on those sharp metal teeth! 
A right summer sizzler!
 
 

Caution: Safety is paramount. Always watch 
out for dirt, dust and rough edges about the 
house; and apply common sense when hosting 

strangers or tying things up or 
pushing things in. QXMeN 

takes no responsibility for 
sexual mishaps within 
your own home or 
grounds.

email QX your hot 
homemade sex 

tips to: qxmen@
qxmagazine.com	
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               SeX

  whore, Adrian Gillan, serves up a 
hot and bubbling alphabet soup 
of simple yet practical ideas to try
out in your own abode!

From erotic art to rear-end zips, 
QX-Men’s own home-grown

Part 2
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What was originally Ajay’s Sauna has been extensively refurbished with state 
of the art facilities. There’s a spa, dry sauna, steam room, video lounge, 
shower area, a licensed bar and of course rest rooms, private cabins and a 
separate lounge that shows porn. The design specifications are cutting edge 
and the stunning lounge reminds one instantly of the one of the top hotel 
lounges. The sauna seats twelve guys easily and in the Turkish Hammam-
style steam room the atmosphere is set by the clever use of blue light and 
integrated sound system. Extras, like the huge bespoke fishtank, pool table 
and a professional massage service simply add to the venue’s appeal, 

making this new sauna a much welcome addition to the Bournemouth gay 
scene. Look out for regular promotions in QX magazine and QXMEN.

4 Avenue Lane, Bournemouth, BH2 5RJ.
Open 11am – 11pm. £13 entry, discounted £10 entry with 
QXMEN advert. Special student offer, just £5 with NUS id.

image courtesy Eurocreme.

 south 
coast 
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steam

A brand new sauna has 
    opened in Bournemouth, 
right in the heart of the 
fondly titled ‘Pink Triangle’, 
Bournemouth’s gay village. 
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Situated just off the M1 at Junctions 10 or 11, 

The Greenhouse Sauna and Hotel in Luton has 

undergone massive refurbishments.

Changes to the sauna include a new entrance hall, which leads into the 
new café-bar. Extended and redesigned, it boasts plasma screens and 
funky mood lighting. The changing room and Jacuzzi area have been totally 
revamped, an internet room added and in the cinema area, new play 
beds have been installed. The darkroom has been changed, creating a 
larger group area to play in. Newly decorated throughout the whole of the 
premises, the feel is much more modern and stylish. But that’s not all. New 

in the green room
darkrooms, a maze and luxury cabins are planned for the next few months. 
The sauna is busy with plenty of horny guys from Bedfordshire and even those 
that travel up from London for the weekend. Hugely busy on Friday and 
Saturday, the sauna is open all night.
In the hotel on the top floor all rooms are en-suite doubles with TV, DVD and 
coffee making facilites, making the Greenhouse an ideal stop over for Luton 
Airport at only £35 a night. Bargain!
Secure parking and is easily accessible by public transport, just 5 minutes 
from the train station.
For hotel bookings give the team a call on 01582 487 701. Check out the 
website www.gay-sauna.com for details of special events and info on the 
popular ‘Bears’ Day’.

The Greenhouse Sauna and Hotel, 23 Crawley Road, Luton, LU1 1HX. 
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Are you straight, gay or bi?
Straight.
 
What nationality are you?
I am originally from South Africa and have been 
living in London for a couple of years now.

How were you discovered?
My girlfriend answered 
an ad on a modeling 
message board thinking 
erotic modeling was 
like “teasy nudity”. 
When she found out 
what it was she 
wouldn’t let me 
do it. Luckily I 
dumped her and a 
few weeks later I 
was in front of the 
camera!

 

What’s the hardest thing about being 
a porn star?

I don’t think as myself as a porn star, I just 
enjoy being in front of the camera and hope a few 

people enjoy watching me. I really enjoy being 
photographed and I always want to shoot before its 
time, so that definitely the hardest thing, holding 

back until I am allowed to cum.
 

How do you get in the mood to pose nude?
I am always in the mood to pose naked. I am a 
swimming instructor so spend most of my day in 
nothing more than my ultra tight Speedos, so 

pulling them off to pose nude doesn’t seem like a 
big deal.

 
Do you ever check yourself out in the nude 

and think “DAMN?!”
No, I don’t really think I have a better body than 

the next lad.

Are you embarrassed by anything you’ve 
done on camera?

The first time I shoved a dildo up my ass I was 
embarrassed how hard I got, like a rock and I 

didn’t want to remove it! I was definitely like a 
boy with a new toy.

 
What’s the strangest letter you’ve ever gotten 

from a fan?
I continually get requests for cum stained 

Speedos!
 

Do your family and friends look at your porn?
Nope, they don’t know about it!

What’s one thing about you that you wish 
people knew?

I am always horny and have to wank several times a 
day so even when I am at work I have to sneak off 

to the toilets for a quick 5 finger shuffle!
 

Where do you see yourself in five years?
I really enjoy my work as a swimming instructor 

and personal trainer, so I’d love to get a fitness-
based job on a big cruise ship and travel round 

some more.
 

What’s the most sensitive spot on your
body or favourite to have played with?

I get massages at work quite a lot and have a 
really sensitive spot on my neck that makes me 
tingle down my spine and can give me an instant 
hard-on. I have also discovered I love things up 

my ass!

IntervIew
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James from Englishlads.com
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ESCORTS
TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON 020 7379 8040

OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM
48

Black! Roco 
9.5” Thick & uncut 

07815 159 668 
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caRiBBean Ray
acTive Guy 
91/2” cock

07903 449 559
Birmingham 2 min M6 J6

in / out / Hotels
Duos available

LONDON

BIRMINGHAMMANCHESTER

07860 537 625
www.RenTBoy.coM/aleXoliveR

aleX 25
BRaZilian
veRSaTile

anTHony
HoT aMeRican 
eScoRT 

SoHo

07961 206 637
GayDaR.co.uk/...anTHonyeSco

1HoTlaD4u
Paul

MancHeSTeR BaSeD
veRSaTile

in/ouT
uk/eu

07905 470 297
www.gaydar.co.uk/1hotlad4u

07766 055 976
www.gaydar.co.uk/...sexyfucker

PeDRo
new laTin Boy

acTive
in / ouT callS

TO ADVERTISE 
HERE JUST 

CALL RUSSELL 
OR MICHAEL 

ON 
020 7379 8040

leaTHeR$eX
07949 025 466

Manchester based
uk covered

BeRnaRD
new laTin
22yo
veRSaTile

in & ouT, covenT GaRDen

07756 933 830
24 HRS

   MuScle & MaSSaGe

GayDaR.co.uk/........aPollo

Back in Town !

HoT SeXy Guy 
acTive/veRSaTile 
7” uncuT
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ESCORTS
TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON 020 7379 8040

OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM
48

LONDON

07835 077 084

MATT
FIT, HORNY, sleAzY FuckeR
VWe

VIDAl 
28
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07780 990 279

eARls
cOuRT
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NeW 
FRANk
seXY BlAck 
24 HR seRVIce
IN/OuT cAlls/
OVeRNIGHTs / HOTel VIsITs
WITHelD NO’s IGNOReD

eARls cOuRT

07931 330 719

NeW BlAck MIke
HANDsOMe. 6’1”

AcTIVe 
9x THIck cOck

IN / OuT cAlls, HOTels AND OVeRNIGHTs 
24 HRs

07904 163 638

FReD Is BAck

19 YeARs OlD
VeRY HANDsOMe 

BRAzIlIAN BOY
8 inche,  sOHO

07709 597 875

07836 311 047

MIke
FIT AcTIVe lAD
9” 

www.gaydar.co.uk/interspunk

TReAT YOuRselF TO THe BesT

07737 559 473
24 HRs

lukAs

07804 817 486
www.clubdemonic.com

WWW.leATHeRBONDAGeBOY.cO.uk

MAsTeR MIke

equipped playroom 
leather, rubber, fantasy

in & out calls

PeTe
HORNY As Fuck

07
76

2 
64

8 
25

2

NeW IN TOWN
MARcIO

07792 300 349 

Active/ Vers 
cute, 9” 

soho
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121250

LONDON

07748 851 744

HUGO
18

BRAZILIAN 
BOY

24 HRS
IN/OUT

BAYSWATER

07742 578 868
no sms or withheld

DONOVAN
FRIENDLY SERVIcE, US pORN AcTOR

6’6”, 10” VERSATILE
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NEW BLAcK, VAScO XVWE
AcTIVE AND MASSAGE SERVIcES

MUScULAR, STRONG AND HANDSOME 
24HRS / IN / OUT / OVERNIGHTS (cENTRAL)

07757 176 019
SMS/WITHHELD NUMBERS IGNORED

MARcELO
NEW 

BRAZILIAN 
21

100% TOp

07745 752 271

JAMAL 
20, 

TOp 9”
FORMER FOOTBALLER

IN/OUT cALLS
BAYSWATER

07833 515 040
WWW.GAYDAR.cO.UK/…JAMAL

NEW 
DANIEL

SEXY NEW BOY 
TO SATISFY YOUR pLEASURES

24 HRS cENTRAL LONDON.
IN/OUT cALLS AND OVERNNIGHT

07854 510 693

07949 914 339

RAYMON
TOp GUY

DARK AND HANDSOME. VERY SEXY, 
BLAcK GUY. 10”X 5” cOcK. IN & OUT 

cALLS. 24 HOURS. NO TEXTS.

07903 
567 
922

www.tugescorts.com?michael

THERE ARE NO LIMITS!
First timers, all ages, 
sizes and disabilities 
are welcome.

Awesome Duos

RENATO
AcTIVE/VERS
IN/OUT cALLS

07981 984 592
WWW.GAYDAR.cO.UK/.....SEXYLATIN

51

NEW 
DANILO
STUDENT

24
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2

07879 888 462
pADDINGTON W2

KATO

AVAILABLE NOW 
SEXYORIENTAL BOY
FULL MASSAGE £120
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LONDON
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07840 674 301
www.sexyPablo.co.uk

Pablo
bruno 

Top 
soho

07896 310 887

sexy black 
sTeVe

10”. acTiVe/ 
VersaTile

07956 174 934 

in/out 
Vwe 

24hrs

Darren

07856 547 216
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LONDON

ALEx

SExY 
WELL HUNG FELLA

VANILLA TO SLEAZE
9” TOP/VERS

07792 886 925
 NO TExT MSGS OR WITHHELD NO’S

WWW.GAYDAR.cO.Uk/E17cOckHAPPY
WWW.SExY-WELLHUNG-FELLA.cOM

JOHN
23

24HRS
IN / OUT
INDIAN/LATINO MIx 5’5”
7.5”x 6.25” UNcUT
DEFINED AND HAIRY

07726 712 131
WWW.INDIANLATINO.cOM

SLEAZE FUckER
HARNESS YOUR FANTASIES
FISTING WS  SLING bOOTS 

ETc.
SMOOTH 

VWE UNcUT THIck DIck
FIT bODY 
43cHEST 
30 WAIST 

34 YO
ROb  

07835 077 084

www.svenberlin.de

07731 486 455

SVEN 
Horny 
German lad 
26 
5’11’’ - 
8’’                                                        
                             

From cuddling to 
sleazy sessions
 

**********NEW**********
bLAck IS bEAUTIFUL. 

TROY 24, VGL,SWIMMERS bUILD. 
FRIENDLY AND AFFEcTIONATE. 

ExcELLENT MASSAGE OFFERED. 
MATURE GENTLEMEN WELcOME. 

DAYTIME DIScOUNTS
ALWAYS HORNY DUOS ENTERTAINED

ANYTHING cONSIDERED. 
VIDEOS & VIAGRA

AVAILAbLE 24 HRS. 
IN / OUT / HOTELS/OVERNIGHTS

PIccADILLY cIRcUS, WILL TRAVEL

07881 431 745 0
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NEW 
bRUNO
23

VERY HANDSOME 
LATIN bOY 
IN / OUT cALLS

SExY 
LEO

NEW LATIN
9”TOP/VERS

SOHO

07784 571 020 07843 850 125
WWW.GAYDAR.cO.Uk/...TOP4U

HENZO
bIG cOck

SExY

IN / OUT / OVERNIGHT 
24 HRS

DUOS AVAILAbLE
LANcASTER GATE

NEW LATIN 
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07861 698 122

PAPI NEAL
 FIT HUNG 

SPORTY 
bI - GUY 

GUYS / GIRLS 
IN / OUT  

24/7 SOHO

07812 333 759
www.gaydar.co.uk/..neal
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JON
ESSEX BEAR

FRIENDLY AND VERSATILE 
OFFERS A FULL BODY 

RELAXING AND SENSUAL 
NAKED MASSAGE.

ALL LONDON AND 
ESSEX COVERED.

OUT CALLS & HOTELS

 

07947 870 785

ERIC
SENSUAL 
MASSAGE
28YO, 
5’9, 
79KG
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ALEXANDROS 

MASCULINE AND HORNY 
GREEK GUY OFFERS 

FULL BODY 
NAKED MASSAGE. 

GOODRATES.
CONVENIENT WEST END FLAT 

IN / OUT 

07782 243 020
ww w.gaydar.co.uk/alexisgreek

          

 
GENERAL DISPLAY SALES: 
 TELEPHONE JULES/STEPHEN ON 0207 379 8600
 OR BY EMAIL AT QXMEN@QXMAGAZINE.COM   
✔ [ ] PICTURE/WORD BOX  (Size 46.5mm x 60mm)
 l  Colour/Black & White - Escorts/Masseurs/
 l General Services only: £40 per month or 3 month for £99

Number of inserts required ..............

Please choose your section:

✔ [ ] ESCORTS
✔ [ ] MASSEURS

✔ [ ] I’ve enclosed my cheque/PO payable to Firststar Ltd.
 Post to QX Classifi ed, 23 Denmark Street, London WC2H  
  8NA. Copy deadline: Open submission 
✔ [ ] MASTERCARD      ✔ [ ]  VISA      ✔ [ ]  SWITCH
Card No.

Amount £............................. Expiry Date: 

Start Date:  Issue No: 

I CONFIRM THAT I AM OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE

 Signature: .......................................                          Date: ...................

Name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

             
Phone Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 

ADVERTISING SALES FORM

FIRST TIME ADVERTISERS MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF AGE
STRICTLY OVER 18

LONDON

DANIEL 
QUALIFIED
 MASSEUR

FRIENDLY SERVICE
OUT CALLS ONLY

07817 239 982

MASSEURS
TO ADVERTISE HERE PLEASE CALL 

RUSSELL OR MICHAEL ON

 020 7379 8040
OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM

3 PICTURE BOX ADS
FOR JUST £99
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Crystal meth (aka ‘Tina’) - the drug you’ve probably 
read about in the papers. To help make sense 
of the information check out the quick 
and easy to understand Terrence 
Higgins Trust info leaflet included 
with this month’s QX Men. It’ll 
make sure you’re clued up 
about what crystal meth is, 
what it does, its effects on 
the body, its links with HIV 
and what happens if the 
police find you with it.
To spread the word, tens 
of thousands of these 
leaflets have already 
been distributed inside 
condom packs or given 
to men in gay venues, 
cruising sites and dance 
clubs. You may have seen 
officers from the Metropolitan 
Police and outreach workers 
from Terrence Higgins Trust’s 
LADS team talking about crystal 
meth to punters in saunas, gyms 
and clubs in South London. One 
such officer is Graham Alldus, LGBT 
Liaison Officer for Lambeth Police:

“Lambeth Police and its LGBT liaison team are 
committed to working with Terrence Higgins Trust 
and other organisations to address the emerging 
use of crystal methamphetamine. There are lots of 
anecdotal stories and few facts, but the decimation 
of vibrant gay communities in San Francisco, New York 
and Sydney could happen here - go online over the 
weekend and numerous people will be asking for ‘Tina.’ 

As the leaflet says, crystal meth is a Class B drug 
- but in recognition of its potential harmful 

effects it’s soon to be reclassified as Class 
A. This means up to 7 years in prison 

for possessing it and up to life for 
intending to supply it to others.

The latest figures for UK gay men, 
published in Sigma Research’s 
2005 Gay Men’s Sex Survey, 
show crystal use is still relatively 
uncommon here. 3% of gay 
and bisexual men across the 
UK report using it in the previous 
12 months (rising to 6% in 
London) – with most using it 
less than once a month. Only 
0.3% use crystal once or more 
a week. The figure increases 
further amongst gay men with 
HIV and gay men with a large 
number of sexual partners. 
While the extent of crystal use 

is being monitored, gay men 
need to know what they might 
be getting involved in if offered 
it – the reason for the crystal 
leaflet with this issue of QX Men. 

For more information or support 
around crystal meth:
Antidote (services for gay and bisexual men) 
at the Hungerford Project on 0207 287 8743
www.thehungerford.org/antidote.asp

Regional data reports from the 2005 
Gay Men’s Sex Survey (including 
crystal use) can be found at: 
www.sigmaresearch.org.uk/reportsdata05.html
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TEXT IN AND BE A WINNER
Once again, we’ve got two porn DVDs to give away. One to the cock with the most votes and the other to a 
voter drawn at random from those who voted for the winner.
So get texting, don’t forget to send in your pics and best of luck to all your cocks this month!
Email your pics to qxmen@qxmagazine.com or mail them to QXMEN, 2nd Floor, 23 Denmark Street, London 
WC2H 8NH. 
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429 431 432

434 435 BEST COCK?
Text ‘BESTCOCKxxx’

to 86633
(xxx = number of your 

favourite dick)

This month’s winner!

Sponsored by
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YOUR FREE* LINE

free* means no premium rate charges. calls charged at bt national rate
(CHEAP RATE 1.5p/minute) or less, depending on your service provider.

REGIONAL OPTIONS 
SAVE YOU TIME 
 
LIVE 1-2-1
on the
Cruise Line
Mail Boxes
Fantasies
Confessions

FEATURES LIVE ONE TO ONE 

QCall

0870 345 3458
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Meet Boys 
from the North
& the rest of the UK

0870 345 96690870 345 9669

NORTHERNNORTHERN
BOYSBOYS

1.5p per minute

LIVE 1-2-1 AND VOICEMAIL
FREE* direct access, 

so you can use your mobile !

0870 345 8808
Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179 London WC2H 8NR. Butt Buddies is an adult only service. 

0870 Calls are charged at BT National rate. 1.5p/minute cheap rate. 

LIVE 1-2-1 AND VOICEMAIL
FREE* direct access, 

so you can use your mobile !

0870 345 8808
Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179 London WC2H 8NR. Butt Buddies is an adult only service. 

0870 Calls are charged at BT National rate. 1.5p/minute cheap rate. 

11/2pFR
OM

Butt BUDDIES
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